
They said it couldn’t be done.  
The evidence says otherwise.

TAPA EMEA takes a closer look at  
why goods are not safe even when  

they’re travelling along a motorway. 
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Theft from a Moving Truck -  
A Growing Concern?



For quite some time, even 
the most experienced supply 
chain professionals have 
struggled to come to terms 
with the concept of high 
value products being stolen 
from a moving truck.
The Theft from a Moving Truck M.O 
stems from incidents of this type in 
Romania but it’s not a new phenomena 
and it’s not only Romanian criminals 
at work. Reports of similar incidents in 
Western Europe date back over five 
years. Still, however, many people 

stand to be convinced that such 
crimes are even feasible and point to 
other possible causes for these losses. 
Even law enforcement agencies have 
stated their disbelief that cargo thieves 
would be able to steal goods from a 
trailer speeding down one of Europe’s 
highways.

‘Tip of the iceberg’
TAPA EMEA’s Incident Information 
Service (IIS) has gone some way 
towards gathering reports to not only 
prove the problem exists and is taking 
place around Europe, but that it is also 
growing. Still, many people that have 

studied this M.O in some detail believe 
the current level of awareness is merely 
the ‘tip of the iceberg’ compared to the 
reality of the situation. 

Vigilant has spoken to several 
companies that have raised their 
concerns about the problem and the 
need to raise awareness at industry, 
law enforcement and government 
levels. A number of TAPA members 
have been the victim of Theft from 
a Moving Truck incidents in recent 
months along motorways and roads in 
different European countries, clearly 
demonstrating the widespread nature 
of the problem.   

What is Theft from a Moving Truck?
•  The M.O. has its origins in Romania and 

first appeared in Western Europe in 2008.

•  One industry article provided the 
following description…

  Cargo thieves in specially prepared cars or vans drive 
closely enough behind trucks cruising on the motorway 
to be able to open the trailers’ door, enter it and steal 
products by throwing the boxes into the trail vehicle.

What is Romanian MO?
• The M.O. has its origins in Romania and first appeared in 

Western Europe in 2008.

• One industry article provided the following description…
–  Cargo thieves in specially prepared cars or vans drive closely 

enough behind trucks cruising on the motorway to be able to 
open the trailers’ door, enter it and steal products by throwing 
the boxes into the trail vehicle.
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Tip of the Iceberg!
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If your product is being targeted in 
transit, not even the best security 
systems and technology will guarantee 
that your shipment will arrive intact at 
its destination. TAPA EMEA members 
will be only too aware of the strict 
security disciplines deployed to protect 
goods in transit, which range from 
hard-sided and hard-roofed trailers, 
seals, padlocks and locking bars to GPS 
tracking systems, geo-fenced routes 
and 24/7 security monitoring. The use 
of convoys, team drivers and dedicated 
routes is also a regular practice to 
improve supply chain resilience.

Yet there is evidence that even this 
high level of best practice still hasn’t 
prevented goods going missing while 
being physically in transit.

TAPA EMEA has been told of Theft 
from Moving Truck incidents involving 
products moving to destinations in 
Belgium, Czech Republic, France, 
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, 
Romania, Russia, Spain, and the UK. 
And it isn’t just a handful of boxes that 
go missing. One company lost over 
250 boxes from a single trailer and 
TAPA EMEA is aware of other thefts 
also involving similar shipment counts.

Roof hatch and climbing 
mechanism
Using covert technology, one TAPA 
member was able to lead police 

to three criminals that had just 
stolen products from a trailer in the 
Netherlands, close to the border with 
Germany. 

As a result three arrests were made. 
German police also recovered a 
minivan used by the thieves in their 
attack which was fitted with a roof 
hatch and a climbing mechanism. It was 
also fitted with false number plates.   

Analysis of the truck’s journey revealed 
a 40-minute window of opportunity for 
the crime along the A67/E34 motorway 
between Venlo, Netherlands and 
Duisburg, Germany.

Attacks close to borders are a popular 
tactic used by criminals given the 
added challenges for product owners, 
insurers and law enforcement agencies 
in investigating a crime and pursuing 
criminals in two different jurisdictions.
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Theft from a Moving Truck  – 
Fact or Fiction?
• Isolated cases…small scale.

• Inconceivable…particularly against large trucks & trailers.

•  The Theft from a Moving Truck M.O. remains unimaginable to supply chain 
professionals.

•  Even after the arrest of some suspects, law enforcement stated that it is 
“difficult to believe” that criminals would be able to steal goods this way.

• MO not taken seriously.

Romanian MO – Fact or Fiction?
•  Isolated cases…small scale.
•  Inconceivable…particularly 

against large trucks & 
trailers.

• The Romanian M.O. remains 
unimaginable to supply 
chain professionals.

• Even after the arrest of 
some suspects, law 
enforcement stated that it is 
“difficult to believe” that 
criminals would be able to 
steal goods this way.

• MO not taken seriously.
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Is this M.O. a Growing Concern?
• YES, evidence & scale indicate this is a Growing Concern.

•  A ‘Sleeping Giant’ that is not receiving adequate attention by industry & 
European law enforcement.

•  Issues not specific to Belgium, and Netherlands-Germany border area….pan-
European problem.

•  Different criminal groups at work - criminals in minivans cannot handle 200+ 
laptops…organised criminals involved.

•  While preparing this presentation I was shocked by the number of incidents, 
and similarities between MO’s.

•  Incidents in Spain, Belgium, Netherlands, Germany, Italy, Romania, and 
Russia.

• Some small thefts…others with 200+ boxes…plus larger thefts.

Major thefts by organised 
criminals
IIS data shows that criminals can target 
supply chains in a comprehensive way 
and sometimes only for a short period 
of time before moving to another 
region or victim to avoid detection. 
TAPA EMEA believes this  
pan-European problem is a sleeping 
giant that needs increased attention 
from industry and European police 
forces.

One TAPA member said:  
“Judging by the vast differences 
in the numbers of boxes being 
taken between incidents – 
sometimes less than 20 and on 
other occasions closer to 300 
– it is clear that there are gangs 
operating with different levels 
of capability. Some are good at 
it, some are very good at it and 
some are still learning it.” 

Theft from a 
Moving Truck 
– Some Key 
Facts
•  Isolated cases reported 

in Spain and Italy in 2008, 
transports arrived with broken 
locks & seals, but had not 
stopped. At the time, no 
plausible explanation & 
remained “mysterious”. 

•  In 2008, German police 
arrested a group of six 
Romanians while apparently 
carrying out such a theft.

•  Mid-2012 to March 2013, 
50+ incidents recorded by 
German police in North-
Rhine Westphalia. In all cases, 
trucks arrived at destinations 
showing signs of forced entry 
and missing cargo.

•  In 2012, Romanian police 
captured a major gang who 
had stolen various product 
types from moving trucks in 
Europe.

•  May 2013, three men arrested 
400kms South of Moscow.

•  June 2013, 8 suspected 
thefts from moving trucks 
in Western Slovakia. D1 
motorway between Trnava and 
Bratislava.
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About TAPA EMEA
The Transported Asset Protection Association Europe (TAPA-EMEA), is an association of security 
professionals and related business partners from various manufacturing and transportation 
companies who have come together for the purpose of addressing the emerging security threats 
that are common to the relevant industries. The aim of the Association is to provide a forum for 
responsible managers and share professional information for mutual benefit. e: info@tapaemea.com

WHAT ARE THIEVES AFTER?



www.tapaemea.com

SETTING THE STANDARD
FOR SECURE SUPPLY CHAINS


